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Provide Answers to Questions:

1. What is “Servant Leadership”?  

2. Staff Functions Described (what do they do):
a. Personnel
b. Intelligence
c.  Operations, Plans, Training
d. Logistics

3.  Members of the Sheepdog Squad – Patriot 
Protectors
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What is “Servant Leadership”?  
-A leader is responsible for every aspect of a unit’s ability to 
successfully accomplish the mission.  This is a VOLUNTEER 
organization.

-Volunteer Leaders Empowering the Success of Volunteer 
individuals and teams – still, Sheepdogs is not a “democracy” but a 
chain of command comprised of Leaders and their people.

-Setting, Teaching, & Achieving Org Standards – this is what we 
need to do, how can I, as a leader, help you realize your goal of 
achieving the standards and being a successful team member.

-Achieve synergistic cooperation of the VOLUNTEER staff elements, 
sub leaders, action teams and individuals to achieve the mission of 
the Sheepdogs.  



Functions of the Personnel Staff Officer  

-Recruitment of new personnel at all levels

-Process volunteer applications to join the 
Sheepdogs

-Maintain Personnel Records & Report to Leaders
-application/contact information
-liability release
-assignment information:  Unit, Duty Position

-Process Personnel Actions



Functions of the Intelligence Staff Officer  

-Conduct IPB using the seven phases of the intelligence 
process: (1) requirements, (2) collection, (3) processing and 
exploitation, (4) analysis and production, (5) dissemination, 
(6) consumption, and (7) feedback.

-Intelligence data includes but is not limited to:
-weather
-terrain: digital maps, location coordinates
-friendly forces
-opposing forces – SALUTE:  Size, Activity, Location, 

Unit, Time, Equipment

-Report Intelligence Status to Leaders



Functions of the Operations Officer  

-Uses mission requirements and the outputs from the 
other staff to develop, conduct, and document/record 
all individual and team training required to build a 
proficient and ready team.

-Develop plans for potential situations and 
environments, tests plans and readiness with exercises

-Determines & reports readiness of all formations.

-Conduct tactical operations using the decision making 
process, and the orders process to have the correct unit 
at the right place and time to ensure mission success.  



Functions of the Logistics Officer  

-Establish standardized equipment loads for 
individuals and units to operate, communicate and 
move effectively.

-Maintain up to date records of individual and unit 
equipment status.

-Provide logistics reports to leaders as required –
individuals and units must be properly equipped to 
help ensure success before you can tactically deploy 
to conduct a mission.



The Sheepdogs Squad

-Eight trained, fit, and ready cohesive leaders and individuals 
who operate, move, and communicate with synergy as part of a 
larger unit.

-The Sheepdog Squad Leader is no less or more, than a Platoon, 
Company or Battalion Leader and is a Servant Leader just as they 
are, just a smaller element.

-All individuals in a Squad are designated as Patriot Protectors.

-The Sheepdog Squad has a Squad Leader, Asst Squad Leader 
and two teams, each consisting of a team leader and two Patriot 
Protectors.
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